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Mohammad Hussein Al- Tabtabe’e participated in moving 
the wheel of contemporary Islamic thought through his scientific 
product where in philosophy he made many books and in the 
explanation of Holly Koran he made his valuable book Al- Mezan 
in that it contained many researches in many fields like history, 
human, social, mental, scientific and in Holly Koran and these 
researches showed to us the role of mental task for Mohammad 
Hussein Al- Tabtabee where it is impossible to write in these 
fields without mental text that role this variety and we will 
mention too many evidences of that. Some of which he 
mentioned in the beginning of his explanation where he 
mentioned too seven main points in his explanation and these 
points do not be understood and do not get without the mental 
text. And some of which are: 

The repeated critics for Al- Tabtabee for following Al- 
Husseini text and driving the evidences of these unjustified 
critics from philosophical point of view from one side and from 
Koran point of view on other where he provided many mental 
evidences on his point of view in incorrect path of  Al- Husseini 
text from Koran and what were mentioned by people of Dahir 
and Al- Hadeeth in their explanation for Koran in many cases of 
Koran and Tabtabee described them as the followers of sencial 
text of explaining Koran and this show the importance of the 
mental text from him in understanding the Holly Koran cases. 
And as for believes of Islam he explore them from Holly Koran 
and drive the evidences for them and they are unifying God, 
justice, prophecy, Emama and doom day and did not go away 
from Emamyia believes. 

As for me and from my study and collection for the 
sources in Arabic I made a clear vision for the mental text in Al- 
Tabtabee especially as he was known as philosopher give life 
for mental sciences in scientific hawza, and considering the first 
teacher in these sciences so I was able to put the features of the 



mental text for Tabtabee in his explanation and they are prof 
trend, inspiring from Koran and sunni, comparison text, 
scientific trend, analyzing the concepts in Holly  Koran, and 
making researches. And there are evidences I showed like 
transporting the explanation from the follower to mental text 
which indicate the development of the explanation of movement 
for him. Also I showed the repeated sign for mental explanation 
importance in more than one subject and his stick for mental 
proof in comparison to suspicious meaning for Koran Ieaa 
where he dealt with Koran by his mental bases which he 
acquired from philosophy and these are originality of existence, 
the truth of existence, cause and reason, and the core 
movement and my proof for his explanation  is his believing in 
the one mighty God and this is the originality of the existence. In 
addition for the base of explaining Koran by Koran is related to 
the cause and reason and that through the privacy between 
them and I mentioned this in my thesis and also I mention the 
text base where I carry the same synonym through the relation 
between the Iea beginning with its end where he said the Iae end 
explain its beginning and also I moved from sensual indication 
to the mental and hold the reasonable explanation in the 
examples from Koran which carry sensual indications to mental 
indications and the way of moving from outside sense to inside 
mental and all that show that Tabtabee stick to the mental text in 
understanding Holly Koran and other wise the issue would be a 
suspicious matter in which people who do not believe in mental 
text and satisfy with telling like people of Thahir and Hadeeth  
and he said that there are many questions in our present time 
that the telling do not answer and on political whether in 
capitalism or communism and show how wrong they are and 
favor Islam text and that through Holly Koran. 

So Al- Mezan explanation is the balance scale for the 
theories against theories so Al- Mezan carry many comparison 
supported   by the mental evidences and proving the Islamic 
theory. 

And I tried in my thesis “the mental text for Mohammad 
Hussein Al- Tabtabee, to show the mental text in his explanation 
and for this I made my efforts hopping from God the success. 



 

 


